GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/09/2017

HIGHLIGHT

THREE STAGES FOR THE "VAL DI FASSA
BIKE"

The "Bambi" association, together with the organization of the "Val di Fassa
Bike" are helping Mirko Toller to purchase a suitable car.

Today in the valley
HISTORIC CARS TOUR

PIAZ DE RAMON MOENA - ALL DAY LONG
The historic Alfa Romeo cars are back, the event is organized by the
Alfa Club Dolomiti.

"GRAN FESTA" ALSO TODAY

TENT STREDA DE PARÈDA CANAZEI - 11.30 AM - 1.00 AM
The local feast continues today, with tasty dishes, music and the
awaited concert of "Die Lauser" at 9.00 pm (ticket 10 €).

"VAL DI FASSA BIKE" KIDS

VISCHIA DE SACH SORAGA - 2.30 PM
The competition for kids on the modified track of the "Val di Fassa
bike".

September 10 at 9.00 am the center of Moena will become starting point
of the competition, in a unique atmosphere. For the 10th edition of the
"Val di Fassa bike", immediately after the start and before the ascent to
Passo San Pellegrino, bikers will have to choose among three different
routes: Hard Track of 48 km and 2000 meters of climbing, Easy Track of 38
km and 1600 meters drop and Up Hill of 8 km and 1000 meters of
climbing. An interesting challenge around Moena and its neighborhood
with well-known taxing ascents. The 10th edition, as teh previous ones, is
open to e-bikes, offering the possibility to participate to a wider public.
The Val di Fassa bike has a gentle heart for Mirko, suffering from SMA:
take part to the competition and the luckiest one will win a Fat Bike!

Itineraries
FROM PIAN FRATACES TO COL RODELLA
This amazing hike starts in Canazei. Drive (or walk) towards hotel
Lupo Bianco at Pian de Frataces, park your car and leave the street
going towards the bridge over Ruf de Antermont stream. Cross it
and take path n. 655 that follows Col de Pica forest road. When you
reach Ruf de Val stream, go on to the limit of the wood towards the
Costa Rossa. Turn right and go up to Pian de Marizanela. You will
have to face a steep track to the hollow of Val. Once arrived at a
crossroads, go left ascending a wide plain (o,45 h), then cross it and
go up entering Val Salei, proceeding towards Passo Sella (not much
over Rifugio Valentini; 0,30 h; 1,15 h). From here, go left towards
Rifugio Des Alpes (0,45 h; 2,00 hrs): here take the path that in 15
minutes brings to Col Rodella (2.484 m).

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 10 FROM 7 AM ON - CAMPITELLO

PARAGLIDING

PARAGLIDING EXPERIENCE WITH THE EXPERT. ENROLLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 10 8.30 AM - CANAZEI

ON THE SELLA UPLAND

FROM SASS PORDOI TOWARDS VAL LASTIES TOGETHER WITH THE
ALPINE GUIDES. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the 19th century, the Dolomites were destination of scientists,
alpinists and lots of artists. Edward Theodore Copton (STokeNewington, London 1849 - Feldafing 1921) was one of the visitors of
the Dolomites, climbing more than three hundred times the
mountains, and drawing the Dolomites in hundreds of painting. The
paintings of Copton became illustrations of the most important
publications about alpinistic discoveries. Her painting technique is
realistic (especially concerning peaks) and also romantic, as the
unique atmosphere of the Dolomites is finely given by her
impressionistic brush strockes.

SEPTEMBER 10 9.00 AM - VIGO

LANDSCAPE AND TASTE

LOOKING FOR THE MARMOTS HIKING TOWARDS PAOLINA. MEETING
POINT: TOPSTATION OF CIAMPEDIE CABLE CAR.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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